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By ]ames Tunstead Burtchaell

uriosity r,ecently drew me on a journey of
five years duration, during which I studied
abortion and infanticide. After some de,cades as an invited guest in other people s
.... consciences, I had considered myself beyond
~surprise. This research project, however,
would surprise me with surprises.
Deep within the movement for abortion freedom lies the conviction that no unwanted child
should ever be born. I was of the same mind, but
aware that the words held a different wisdom
for me than they do for prochoice partisans.
Every child, I believed, has a claim on our love:
not only our own children, but those whose
families cannot or will not receive them. Here
were people who believed that if a mother had
no welcome for her offspring, her child would be
better off if eliminated before birth. We stood
far divided. The same distance would separate
supporters of Apartheid and partisans of racial
equality, who might both proclaim that no
unwanted blacks should exist in South Africa,
but would have devastatingly different dreams
of how that might be achieved.
The public wisdom in America, I learned from
Time magazine, was that "without legal and
affordable abortion, many lives in progress are
hopelessly ruined; the unwanted children very
often grow up unloved, battered, conscienceless,
trapped, and criminal.’’z This was reinforced
by a spokesman for Americans United for Separation of Church and State: "It is a low form of
cruelty to insist ruthlessly on bringing into the
world a child for whom there is no welcome
..."2 The same message came from Betty
Benjamin, president of the Minnesota Abortion
Rights Council: "Among the 800,000 unplanned,
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unwanted children born every year in the U.S., common enough today but strange to me--that
many become loved and wanted. Unfortunately, infanticide, even if wrong, is not very wrong,
many others end up as battered children, delin- because its victim is so insignificant. I had been
quents, and criminals. Studies of battered chil- raised to think that crimes were more savage
dren reveal a high percentage of unmarried and and detestable when their victims were weak or
unwanted pregnancy, or forced marriage among undefended or of low account. It: was particuthe abusive parents.’’3 Her implication that in larly heartless to mug an elderly woman, or to
order to be wanted a child must have been defraud a refugee, or to abuse a lower-echelon
planned, and her assertion that 800,000 un- employee. In Gandhi’s words, "I hold that the
more helpless a creature, the more entitled it is
wanted children are born here each year (a sta’’8
tistic which she contrived for the occasion), to protection by man from the cruelty of man.
were not what snagged my attention. It was her
But to my astonishment here were disargument that extermination of the unloved tinguished scholars, like ethicist Charles
would somehow eliminate hostility toward chil- Hartshorne, arguing that killing infants is only
mildly objectionable because they are not yet
dren in our land.
Still, all this dogmatic assurance that unwanted our equals. To do away with the unborn is still
children were at risk for mistreatment led me to less troubling, since they stand still farther from
the literature on child abuse. Here a surprise our grown status. The same for the hopelessly
awaited me. Dr. E. F. Lenoski, then of the Uni- senile or others who have no claim to "the
versity of Southern California Medical School, respect due to normal human beings.’’9 Glanville
had published research findings that battered or Williams, a Cambridge law profssor who was
abused children were much more likely than very influential in the abortion movement in
normal children to issue from desired pregnan- both his country and ours, agrees with this
cies. They were more likely to be of legitimate perspective: "Infanticide appears to our generabirth, and to have mothers who displayed satis- tion to be a crime less heinous than ordinary
faction with their pregnancies. Here was a sug- murder .... ’The victim’s mind is not suffigestion that abused children were, in some gro- ciently developed to enable it to suffer from the
contemplation of approaching suffering or death.
tesque way, wanted children.4 Ray Heifer, a
leading authority in the field, has explained that ¯ . . It leaves no gap in any family circle, deprives
abusive parents are often themselves the vic- no children of their breadwinner or their mother,
tims of estrangement and abuse as children, and no human being of a friend, helper, or compancrave a child as a person whom they can cherish ion.’’z01 was left with much to reflect upon by
and in whom they can find satisfaction. "Many this doctrine that it was worse to take on someyoung mothers who had every desire to get one your own size than to pick on. a kid.
pregnant, with great expectations that the baby
There were other bewilderments to follow. I
would resolve one of their many problems, find had known that youngsters born with various
themselves even worse off than before. Their handicaps often perished before leaving hospital
baby does notmor is not able to meet these nurseries, because of decisions agreed upon by
needs.’’5 Heifer’s colleague, C. Henry Kempe,
their parents and their doctors. Others were
who coined the term "the battered child syn- abandoned by their families to institutions. One
drome," observes: "Basic in the abuser’s attitude imagined, especially, impoverished couples
toward infants is the conviction, largely un- daunted by the expense of keeping a handiconscious, that children exist in order to satisfy capped child close by. The evidence suggests,
parental needs.’’6
however, that it is the affluent, not the poor,
Quite contrary to the claims of those defend- who may be willing to free themselves of their
ing abortion, parents likely to abuse their child- handicapped young. As one doctor reports:
ren are unlikely to consider abortion. Aborting "Couples who are success-oriented and have
parents may not desire their children, but abus- high expectations for their children are likely to
ing parents do desire them, though in a pathetic institutionalize their mentally deficient offspring
way. If the two groups of parents have anything rather than keep them at home. The argument
in common, according to another child abuse that mongoloids raised in the home perform betexpert, Brandt Steele, it is "the assumption that ter than those raised in an institution is rarely
the rights, desires, and ideas of the adult take persuasive with such parents."z~ 1 thought this
full precedence over those of the child, and that peculiar: that men and women with the means
children are essentially the property of parents to provide their needy children with all that
who have the right to deal with their offspring money can buy should withhold the things that
as they see fit, without interference.’’7
are beyond price.
Abortion and abuse stood together, I found,
When medical staffs volunteer to eliminate
not at odds. Both stemmed from a conviction unwanted infants, by denying them either nourthat children were chattels of their parents, to ishment or medical treatment, it can be quite
be disposed of in conformity with their parents’ painful~for them, the staff. Dr. Anthony Shaw,
interests. This was, for me, a new and provocawho has reported that the fatal neglect of handitive insight.
capped infants is common practice at the UniNext I was caught up short by a viewm versity of Virginia Medical Center, complains of

this strain: "Standing by and watching a salvageable baby die is the most emotionally exhausting experience I know.., to stand by in the
nursery and watch as dehydration and infection
wither a tiny being over hours and days.., is a
terrible ordeal for me and for the hospital staff-much more than for the parents who never set
foot in the nursery.’’z2 Since the decision to let
the child die rested ultimately with the parents,
it was difficult to understand why the doctors
accepted this task of destruction, which they
described as "arduous, agonizing, distasteful."
Since no further medical care was to be allowed,
why not present the parents with their infant
and send them home to starve him or her themselves? What would induce the medics to carry
so undesirable a burden, if they profess to
deplore it?
The next surprise which lay in wait cast some
light back upon this one. Rosalyn Darling has
studied the problems of parents of children with
various chronic handicaps such as congenital
blindness, spina bifida, etc. Most parents she
found to be coping. They would have wished
their children free of these disabilities, but they
cherished their children and would not wish to
have been deprived of them. Their dissatisfaction was not with their children, but with their
physicians. Many had changed doctors in search
of one who would take an interest in their
youngster.
The doctors admitted to Darling that they felt
unprepared to treat patients with chronic defects.
A world-view that primarily involves sick people who get
better may not leave room for the chronically ill or incurable patient whose defect cannot be ’°fixed. "... "Success," in
this view, seems somehow to be ectuated with complete
normalcy of function, and the chronically ill or disabled
present a moral dilemma to the physician so oriented. As
my findings have indicated, a life defined by physicians as
intolerable might come to be defined in a very different way
by parents. ~3

Even personnel skilled in physical rehabilitation or education of the retarded confess a falling off of interest when their efforts no longer
yield measurable improvement. One has much
to contemplate at the prospect of these helping
professions who would not care simply to care.
My research put before me these and similar
attitudes towards children: children unborn,
blighted, helpless, unwanted. Was it sentimentality that made me so affronted by these attitudes? Or naievete? Or simple ignorance? It is
difficult to know. In any case, these points of
surprise came in time to form a grid that was
gradually filled in. The resultant picture was
sobering. History as we can recover it discloses a
recurring disposition, not all that infrequent, to
abort, abuse, and annihilate children when they
are not welcome. This is done, not simply by
psychotically hysterical mothers, underworld
quacks, or denizens of perverse and primitive
cultures. It is accomplished by your neighbors

down the street and by medical school professors who describe the process in learned journals. Ours is a country in which to be very young
can be very risky, and where only the narrowest
of presumptions assures children of love and
protection. In many countries the medical profession struggles to reduce the rate of infant
mortality, but in our country infant mortality is
itself partly the work of physicians. This raises
heavy questions for every man and woman
among us, including those who will never raise a
hand to smite or slay a child. And the more so for
those who believe their Parent disclosed his
presence to them by sending a child, and believe
in a Lord who said we could be his intimates only
if we were transformed and came to him as
children.
What might a Christian think, in a world
where children have such little value for so
many adults?
A three-year-old girl, supplied with a sack of
sandwiches and toys, is found on the steps of a
Sunday school, abandoned by her twenty-twoyear old mother and her mate. A newborn
infant, with umbilical cord still attached, is heard
crying at the bottom of a trash chute, discarded
by her teenage mother. A couple nearing the
ninth month of pregnancy suspect a handicap in
their child and procure her abortion but the
infant emerges alive; the father insists that the
attending physicians destroy her "or he would
throw her in the trash can himself"; one of them
plunges a syringe into her heart to remove blood I thought this
but is spooked when the child cries, and will go
no further (she later suffered a nervous break- peculiar:
down); the other dispatches the baby with a that men and
lethal injection, after which it becomes clear that
she had been quite healthy all along. More than women with the
one and a half million offspring are aborted meansto provide
annually by American mothers. One out of
every seven deaths in a nursery for newborn their children
children at a prominent university medical cen- with all that
ter is revealed to result from purposeful withholding of food or treatment, and the doctors money can buy
who disclose the fact become media personalities. should withhold
However grotesque we might consider this
readiness to reject and victimize one’s own the things that
young, it is too common an act and attitude for
us to think of it as something abnormal, unac- are beyond
countable, freakish. On the contrary, it is all too price.
commonplace. We should be under no illusion
that parental instinct alone will provide a welcome and a haven for children.
Several years ago a friend took me out to a
stable to inspect her mare’s new foal. Mare and
colt were let out to pasture, and I marvelled at
the mother’s persistence in not letting him more
than a few feet from her. I had not thought her
to be a horse of very amiable disposition, but
here she was, seized by a fierce maternal possessiveness that extinguished every other instinct.
After five months of this total preoccupation,
the mare had her foal taken from her to be
weaned, in a scene of frantic and tumultuous
SUNSTONE ?
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maternal commotion. But two weeks later
neither mother nor colt seemed to recognize one
another. It had been a melodrama of hormones.
With the possible exception of the daytime
soaps, human beings are not animated by such
governing instincts. Prolactin and its companion
hormones may draw a mother to nurture her
newborn, but the lifelong duties of parenting
are not accomplished on the strength of instinct
alone. Nurture is natural only in virtuous human
beings, and children require virtues in their parents that are diverse and disciplined. Indeed, to
be a decent parent demands a more-than-decent
maturity that is generous and sound.
The acceptance of children is a wilful act. It is a
choice. It can be a duty. When one is with child,
one is obliged to provide for that child. Nevertheless, not every necessity is necessarily honored. And this is one obligation of which women
and men will not acquit themselves except by
self-determination. There are adults in great
number who do not rise to the occasion. It is no
small thing to receive a small person into one’s
life.
Christians have reflected upon family in ways
that should make this clear to them. We have
observed that the instinct for mating runs
athwart other vigorous instincts: random sexual
hunger, greed, ambition, laziness. It is one thing
for a person to bring another to bed, and quite
another to lodge another surely and safely
within one’s life. This is a matter of commitment
more than of chemistry: indeed, of commitment
that will at times counteract chemistry.
It is an old notion among Christians that to
accept someone else as yours, for better or for
worse, until death, requires an onset of motivaffon and stamina and forbearance that only God
could give. Men and women can mate or even
marry with a lesser empowerment, but they
cannot maintain. If this be our reckoning of the
bonds of promise, no less could be true of the
bonds of blood. In the Christian view, only the
Father can enable us to be gracious enough to do
something as natural as being good fathers or
mothers. And if we do that, there is hardly anything humanly greater to which we could aspire.
If Christians have a high though heavy sense
of what parenting requires, it behooves us at
least to invite others to share it. What might be
the lineaments of such a vision?
We believe that the sting of death has been
drawn by a Messiah who was pierced for us.
Jesus died at our hands to show us his love, a love
he had from his Father and ours: a love stubborn
enough to enfold children who turned their
backs on him and then turned upon him to destroy. The staying power of such love, we
believe, is not to be undone by death. We shall be
close by him despite our deaths and because of
his.
This hope frees us from children while at the
same time it clasps them to us more surely. If all
we can look forward to is going to be withered

by death, then we can have immortality in two
things only: the accomplishments of our work
and the offspring of our bodies. If we depend on
children to give our lives resonance and bloom
after we are gone, then we shall address ourselves to grooming and cultivating them with an
eye to our own continuity and celebrity. But
once we are freed from such a need to ready our
children as our own memorials, we can begin to
serve them as persons in their own right.
How ought parents address themselves to
their children? Philip Abbott, in The Family on
Trial, has noticed one reason why our age cast
such a blind eye on domestic relationships. The
public ethos of our time considers .people as individuals, as free agents, and reckons that our
dealings with each other should be controlled by
rights.
A rights model does little to explain those personal relationships that lie beneath the contractual view of life, and which
set the tone for relationships among friends, lovers, parents,
and children .... The main point, however, is that a rights
model takes as its basis self-sufficient rational human
beings. A good portion of humanity at any given moment
does not fit that criterion and children and those who are
about to become children make up the bulk of that segment of
the population. Since a rights model is designed to make us
aware of our self-sufficiency as moral agents, it says little
about solidarity among human beings.

On the view that people owe each other what
their rights demand, one would be little disposed
for one’s children. Indeed, that is the stumbling
point of any system that is interested only in
rights.
Children require great sacrifices of heals!h, time, money,
even emotional stability. Women submit to discomfort,
pain and reduced sexual capacity during pregnancy. They
bear stretch marks. Parents lose sleep, give up hobbies, lose
mobility, money, privacy. Even with comfortable incomes
and pregnancy leaves, these are large sacrifices. So large, in
fact, that portions of a whole generation inbred with a
rights model have decided to remain childless. ~4

The Christian tradition has not understood
parent-child relations as made up of rights.
There are rights between us, of course, but we
see that they are not central or governing from
the fact that when they have to be invoked our
affairs are already quite disturbed!. Rights are a
fall-back consideration. Much more are we bound
together by needs. By this I mean less than children need parental care if they are to survive
than that adults need children to care for if they
are to survive. We can scarcely mature into
adulthood if we have no young to be responsible
for. Even vowed communities of Christian celebates find the service of the junior members by
their elders to be an essential need.
Like all needs, our need for children has its
pathologies. For instance, it is all too easy to
consider children as a possession rather than as a
trust. One can see a caricature of this in the
Little League Father, who is unhappily working

out his own ego needs through the (unhealthily
supervised) performance of his young son ("How
could you be stupid enough to drop that fly
ball?"). His female counterpart is the Drum
Majorette Mother, who drills her preadolescent
daughter for tournaments like a Pomeranian for
a dog show. When these children grow older and
make awkward or bold ventures into independence, parental trauma can reveal that the fathers’
and mothers’ attentions were often more selfsatisfying than gracious.
Authentic parental care, as we Christians try
to understand and cultivate it, reaches well
beyond the needs and interests of our own children. This may cause us to withhold enthusiasm
for the new and expensive techniques now
"becoming available to allow sterile couples to
conceive. By accepting reproduction of one’s
own physical offspring as a virtual imperative, it
may well be that some people are regressing to
the feeling that children are a possession instead
of a trust. Is it only coincidence that at the same
time so many children are being deprived either
of a family or of life itself because of a prejudice
against adoption, as if a child would suffer if
raised by any but its biological mother?
Indeed, we are to stand as godparents to the
children of the world. Every youngster will
require attention from scores, even hundreds,
of generous adults, an offering of many kindnesses and services beyond what his or her parents could ever provide. So we are all under
obligation to lend ourselves to the need of one
another’s children. We are stewards of them all.
A rightful nuture for children has to observe a
conscientious balance. One cannot slap one’s
own children into day-care so as to be free to get
out and about, to a socially productive career. No
one’s children should have to pay the full price
for their parents to be of help to others. But
neither can one channel all one’s ambitions into
the development of one’s own offspring ("My
son, the brain surgeon!"), for any child will
crumple under that burden. Somehow we must
care for our own without turning our backs on
others’. We are no more than stewards of our
own children, and no less than stewards of
others’.
This characteristically Christian vision of childrearing is enough to make one blink. We need to
have children to care for in order to grow ourselves. We need to hold fast to children, not as a
possession but as a trust, not as an eventual
credit to ourselves but as a credit to themselves.
And in order to serve our own children selflessly
we need to make other people’s children an additional obligation on our care. This is no small
calling.
I should think that if we were to follow that
Christ call, we would inevitably display a favoritism for the handicapped. Jean Vanier, the founder
of L’Arche, has asked Christian families to form
communities that take retarded persons in to
live among them. His claim is that the mentally

handicapped thrive remarkably more in such a
setting than in an institutional one. But he
makes the even more startling claim that we
thrive remarkably more if we have someone
retarded living beside us, in our charge and care.
There are various.lurches in life that bring us
stumbling into someone else’s doorway. I recall
young women, pregnant and partnerless, who
have been asked into strangers’ homes only to
find that this proved the dearest year of their
lives. Estrangement had bestowed on them a
new and lifelong family. The same with households that foster or adopt, and particularly those
who take in youngsters who, because of race or
blight or age, go begging for a home. Those are
the children who bring the biggest blessing with
them, who bring more to parents and brothers
and sisters because they bring more out of them.
I should think too, that if we were to follow
that Christ call, we would know it is our duty to
stand as an example to others, to light a lamp for
others to see children better, and to see themselves in a new light. I was instructed in the
power of example by Dr. Germaine Greer,
whose book, The Female Eunuch, had alerted us to
our habitual ways of diminishing and degrading
women. But a decade later, when she journeyed
to the East as a guest of the Family Planning
Association of India, she was staggered by the
experience, in exactly the opposite way from
what had been expected.
"’There were too many of them. The world was about to
become lopsided because there are too many Indians standing shoulder to shoulder. But were there?"
In all the villages she visited, she said, she never found an
unwanted child. Parents cherished their children because
they had fought so hard against disease and malnutrition to
have them. They looked upon Dr. Greet as an unfortunate
woman because she had none.
She couldn’t explain her failure to have children except to
say that "in my society, there is no idea of continuum. In my
society, the individual life is self-contained.
"’That village hardly knew the use of the word ’I’," she
said. "It’s ’we’ every inch of the way.’"
Women who bear children gain seniority in their villages, she reported. "And they really have seniority. They
were more important and more powerful in family affairs
than the men were. The men were allowed the abstract
discourse. The men were allowed sports. The women had
the day-to-day running of the family. Nothing could be
done without them."
When the family existed in America, she said, women’s
lives were more bearable. "But the American family was
destroyed generations ago," she stated categorically, and
that has taken away much of women’s power.
Americans who advocate birth control for people in other
cultures, she said, don’t realize that not everyone has the
American attitude toward sex. "In our society, sex is an
indoor sport. But that’s not the way it is in the rest of the
world. The primary relationship is the family.
Dr. Greer said she doubts if there is really a problem of
overpopulation in the world. She returned to the example of
the Indian village to make her point. "The entire village
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had squeezed into one half of a room, and had left the other
half to me,’" she said. "When I looked at these people, I knew
perfectly well who there were too many of. There were too
many of me.

than the killed. Christian teaching on life-taking centers
less on the value of human life in the abstract than on the
need we have of sustaining others’ lives lest we perish
ourselves. The Christian stake in the status of the unborn is
not simply that the unborn is human, but that he or she is
If the treasuring of family and of children in our brother or sister; and, even more, it is that we shall
Hindu villages could give such profound pause thrive only if we nurture our brothers and sisters. The
to this woman of strong convictions, we must doctrine is about me more than about him or her. Chrisask: are the Christian communities in America tianity does not have its own peculiar answer to the question
displaying distinctive convictions in regard to of whether the unborn are human. But it does have its own
children and family, or are we simply blendingcharacteristic address to that question, for we aspire to be a
into the landscape? If we lived up to our inher- community that is fit to welcome childre, into the world. 16
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ited beliefs in this matter--openly and consciously--we would stand out as starkly as
Lubavitcher Jews in Brooklyn, or Amish farmers
in rural Pennsylvania, or Hare Krishna youngsters in the airports, or Jehovah’s Witnesses
ringing your doorbell. If we lived out our deepest convictions about family we would startle
both ourselves and our neighbors: to repel some,
to be sure, but to benefit many. It is so ironic that
when we do take a stand on a family issue-abortion, for example--we arouse indignation
because we appear imposing and arrogant. All
things considered, are we not more craven and
chameleon?
To take the abortion conflict as a telltale: any
convictions we have that are faith-fostered ought
to show forth. Instead of being unnerved by the
red, white, and blue accusations that our faith is
showing, we should be relieved that it is, and
confess to chagrin if it is not. What could be
more embarrassing to Christians than the public
disclosure that on a crucial matter regarding the
bearing of children, our religious beliefs turned
us in no discernible direction?

How true, on that view of the matter, that no
unwanted child should ever be born. And how
true, on that view of the matter., that we, and
not the child, must bear the cost and the burden
of this tenet. And, therefore, how unutterably
peculiar and extravagantly Christian is that
view of the matter.
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